SESSION ONE

10:15-11:30 A.M.

- Embracing the Awkward: Successful Approaches to Conflict Management
- Get them Moving, Talking, Reflecting and Engaged! A Recipe for Successful Facilitation
- Getting into Graduate School
- Go Fish: How to Catch (and Keep) Contributors
- **Listen to Me! I Have Something Important to Say**
  - Leading the Way: Women in the Peace Corps
  - Maximize Your Online Presence. Control Your Brand
  - The Missing Ingredient: Cultural Competency for Student Leaders
- Overcoming The Myth of the Perfect Girl: How To Overcome Pressures to Conform and Build Your Own Vision for Success
- The Power of the Mentor Relationship
- Teaching Gender and Leadership Outside of the Classroom: Co-Curricular Gender Programs for College Campuses
  - Want Fair Pay? Campus Teams Explain What to Do
  - The Work-Life Challenge and Finding a Balance That Works For You
  - Voices from the Field: A discussion of the Impact of Racial and Gender Stereotypes of Black women in the Workplace

SESSION TWO

1:45-3 P.M.

- Beyond Kicking Butt: Self Defense For Women
- Creating Inclusive Environments
- From Campus Safety to Anti-Discrimination: Is Your Campus Following the Law?
- Have We Graduated from Feminism? A Discussion with Feminist Friends.
- Leading as a Woman Lessons Earned in the Military
- Managing Stress and Making Conscious Choices!
- A New Brand You - Recognizing and Communicating Leadership Through Your Professional Brand Values
- **Self-Efficacy in your Professional Development**
  - Want Fair Pay? Campus Teams Explain What to Do
  - What does Faith have to do with it?
  - What does it mean to be a NUFP?
- **The Well-Spoken Woman: Tips & Techniques to Speak with Confidence**
- **Womenomics: Entrepreneur’s Guide to making Change while making Change**

SESSION THREE

3:15-4:30 P.M.

- Marketing Yourself: How to Succeed in your Job Search
- Can we talk?: Collaborative Problem Solving
- Creating Your Career Narrative
- **Elect Her: Empowering College Women to Run**
• Empowering College and University Women in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math)
• Finding Your Voice: Leading with Competence, Character and Courage
• Global Leadership Career Opportunities of the U.S. Department of State
• Microaggressions, Gender, and Why It Matters
• Moving Forward As One: Emerging Trends in Supporting Friends and Family Members of Survivors of Sexual Assault
• Peer Mentoring: Creating Intentional Environments that Foster Connectedness and Leadership Development
• Rock Star Innovation: Innovative Leadership Development through Improv
• Start Smart Salary Negotiation Workshop
• She's Got the Look...Or Does She?
• Want Fair Pay? Campus Teams Explain What to Do

SESSION FOUR

4:45-6:00 P.M.

• Developing Your Negotiation Skills
• Hail to the V - Really? Media Messages and the Importance of Self Awareness
• How to Ace a Job Interview
• Invoke the Power in You through Meditation, Belly Dance and More: Learn Tools to Support You in Manifesting Your Goals
• Make Your College Experiences WORK for You
• Making Community Colleges Work Better in the Lives of Women
• Radical and Bold: Student Organizations That Are Empowering Women
• So You Want to Work in Politics?
• Stories from Female Leaders at Teach For America
• Sustainability Leadership: From Personal to Political
• These are Our Streets Too! Addressing Street Harassment
• Use Facebook for Good: 3 Ways to Make a Difference Online
• Women & Communication: “Stop Being Sorry”
• Your True Colors: Leadership Styles Explored

Pre-Conference Workshop:

So You Want to Work in Politics

Capacity: 100 participants

Hey, politicas. Don’t miss this chance to see where the action takes place. The U.S. Capitol Historical Society will kick off the day with a women-focused tour of the Capitol. Then learn how to pursue a career in advocacy, politics, and policy making from a panel of women who work on the Hill. These women, who work for both senators and representatives, will share how they got their start — many of them through college leadership. Make sure you wear comfortable shoes for lots of walking.